Illustrator CS6 Advanced
Modality: Self-Paced Learning
Duration: 1 Hour
SATV Value:
CLC:
NATU:
SUBSCRIPTION: Learn, Master

This course will focus primarily on developing candidate understanding related to the more complex
and advanced features of Adobe Illustrator CS6. Undertaking this course can improve your chances
of becoming a sought-after graphic designer greatly as the Illustrator is the preferred software in the
industry for creating all design based documents and entities like business cards, websites, logos etc.

About this course:
Adobe Systems developed the Adobe Illustrator and is also responsible for marketing it. This vector
graphics editor software is the most preferred software in its genre and gauging its popularity in the
industry, Adobe recently released its latest version i.e. the Illustrator CC 2018.
This course will revolve around the ways in which you can utilize the more complex features of this
highly sought after graphics software. Once you have completed this course, you will be able to
design high level graphics related to websites, logos, brochures etc.
Every single major feature of the Adobe Illustrator will be covered in detail in this course. Moreover,
this course will also enable you to understand the ways in which difficult tasks can be done using this
software like matching colors or creating advanced level effects.
While beginners can also take this course, it’s imperative that candidates have working experience
with the software so that they can fully grasp the complex features of Adobe Illustrator explored in
this advanced level course.
A Graphic Designer can expect to earn around $48, 256 per annum.

Course Objective:
This course will help candidates gain relevant understanding related to the following advanced level
aspects related to the latest version of Adobe Illustrator:
Gradients
Multiple Strokes
Live Trace
Web Construction
Saving Web Images
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Audience:
Individuals who are currently working as intermediate level graphic designers or are looking to
advance their careers as graphic designers.

Prerequisites:
Preliminary level knowledge related and previous experience with Adobe Illustrator CS6
Suggested prerequisites courses:
Illustrator CS6 Beginner

Course Outline:
Using Layers, Symbols, and Photographs

Gradients
Multiple Strokes
Live Trace
Live Paint
Symbol Sprayer

Using Illustrator with the Web

Web Construction
Saving Web Images
Saving Tracing Images
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